
The consumer’s perspective. It’s a piece of the marketing puzzle that can get lost in the shuffle 
of crafting the perfect lifecycle journey for your brand. In our Customer Experience Analysis 
we take a look at marketing from the consumer’s point of view to identify growth marketing 
opportunities and strengths from some of today’s leading brands.

Over the course of three weeks, we commit to a variety of actions—such as creating a 
profile, browsing items, and abandoning our cart—that trigger behavior-based marketing 
communications. From there, we identify every message—across mobile and desktop 
channels—to capture a comprehensive view of the customer experience. The following 
consists of our observations and recommendations for the ASOS user experience.

A Bit About the Brand

ASOS is a British fashion and beauty online retailer that ships to over 196 countries worldwide. 
Founded in 2000, the retailer sells products from over 850 brands and boasts revenue 
surpassing £2.5 billion.
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Sign Up

If including multiple call-to-actions 
(CTAs), diversify the action to give 

users flexibility in their journey. 

ASOS immediately sends an in-app message upon 
first login showing how to better use the app. Great for 

welcoming users to a new channel while it’s fresh to them. 

Download App/
Opt in

Browse/Favorite 
Item on Desktop

Abandon Cart 
Desktop

Abandon Cart 
Mobile

Browse/Favorite 
Item on Mobile

End Research

Unsubscribe/
Opt Out

The company sends identical information 
on mobile and desktop. While ok every 

so often, it’s important to identify channel 
preference at the individual level early 

on to tailor messaging later on. 

ASOS empties your cart after 60 minutes, 
moving the items to your “Saved Items.” 

This removes any opportunities for targeted 
follow up to complete the transaction. Cart 

abandonment messages are extremely 
valuable in prompting conversions.

We favorited cosmetics items but received an apparel promotion via 
email and push. Relevancy is key especially when your brand sells 

products in numerous categories like ASOS. User behavior, like favoriting 
items, is data that must be included to personalize future campaigns.
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The mobile cart provided a different experience, 
prompting a push notification and email with the 
image of our abandoned item. ASOS mentions 

the item had been saved. When employing carts 
across channels, it’s vital to prevent data silos to 
capture a holistic view of user behavior across 

these channels and devices.

ASOS sent an in-app message integrated into 
the natural flow of the app, allowing us to 

continue shopping unimpeded. This style keeps 
users engaged with the app while still giving 

users the chance to interact with your messaging.

Key Takeaways

ASOS does well to create a cross-channel experience for users, but loses out on opportunities 
to incorporate behavioral data into its automated communications. For retailers with such a 
wide range of product categories like ASOS, it’s important to collect data points that can fill 
out the user profile and enable personalization at a more granular level.

1. Simplify Cart Abandonment 
Users who abandon items have shown intent and interest. The cart abandonment 
campaign should be timely, targeted, and comprehensive to include all carts—
mobile and desktop—when abandonment occurs. 

2. Diversify Cross-Channel Messaging 
Early on, it’s good to test channels for messaging to see where users interact with 
your brand. Once this data has been collected, channel preferences become clear 
and should be considered to optimize engagement when sending campaigns. 
Sending the same message at the same time via multiple channels could dampen 
that message’s impact and turn users off. 

3. Incorporate Browsing Behavior 
What users browse, more often than not, can be an indicator of user preference. 
Incorporating this data into campaigns shows users you are paying attention. 
Modern growth marketing platforms like Iterable employ flexible data models 
that allow you to utilize and segment historical behavior data to inform 
recommendations and personalized messaging.

With these small adjustments, the user experience is enhanced and personalized at a level 
that creates a lasting impression and relationship with the consumer. For more information 
about how to implement these tactics with Iterable, schedule a demo today.

About Iterable

Iterable is the growth marketing platform that enables brands to create, execute and 
optimize cross-channel campaigns with unparalleled data flexibility. Leading brands, 
like Calm, Typeform and Zillow, choose Iterable to power world-class customer 
engagement throughout the entire lifecycle.
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https://www.asos.com/us/women/
https://iterable.com/
https://iterable.com/demo

